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 ,    
The problems encountered with the semantic relations approach to early structure have led to increasing emphasis on distributional learning as exemplified by Maratsos () on the one hand and innate grammatical knowledge on the other (Valian, ,  ; Radford, ) . Recent work demonstrating the possibilities of computational approaches to categorization (Elman,  ; Finch & Chater, ) and morphology (Plunkett & Marchman, ) have also suggested that distributional regularities between words and morphemes may play a more significant role in governing how the child starts to generate productive utterances than has previously been thought. However, arguing in principle that children can use distributional information in the input to work out language structure is not the same as a developmental account showing how they do so. The present study attempts to contribute to such an account.
Early productivity
There are three contrasting approaches to the question of how children structure their early multiword utterances : the semantic relations, the syntactic and the distributional. The semantic relations position sees the underlying categories of children's speech as arising from universal cognitive underpinnings. Thus the child starts by developing lexical categories such as person, animate agent or concrete object. In interaction with the language heard s\he starts to use these categories in rule-governed ways for generating utterances. Evidence for this should come from patterns of under-and overmarking both of lexical categories (e.g. noun and verb) and of case relations (subject, direct object) and from regularities of word order (i.e. Englishspeaking children should always place agents before actions and actions before objects acted upon). However, an account based centrally on early semantics has faced increasing problems as it has become apparent () that while children do seem to use narrower classes than those of the adult grammar, these often do not appear to be based on some simple, unitary and universal cognitive concept ; () that children's morphological marking seems to observe distinctions which have no obvious semantic bases in their early word classes (e.g. noun gender in German (Mills, ) , French (KarmiloffSmith, ) and Spanish (Pe! rez-Pereira, ) and noun\verb distinctions in Hebrew (Levy, )) both of which appear to have a formal rather than a semantic basis ; and () that children do not appear to start with prototypical semantic categories (e.g. of agent) and expand these into more syntactic categories (e.g. , Bowerman, ). These problems have led the field in two directions, one a re-emphasis on very early, formal, syntactic abilities and the second an emphasis on lexically-based distributional learning. Although there is much disagreement among those suggesting an early and      innate basis for formal aspects of syntax, there seems to be consensus amongst linguists in the Universal Grammar tradition that knowledge of Xbar structure is innate. In Radford's () theory this takes the form of arguing that as soon as the child has developed lexical categories, s\he knows about X-bar projection, i.e. the ordering of adjuncts, complements and specifiers in the language ; movement rules have to await the development of functional categories and the I-and D-systems. Valian () too suggests that there is innate knowledge of clause structure and that this gives rise to early and correct use of subjects except where constrained by performance factors. Both theories also depend on the rapid, early and errorless learning of lexical categories such as verb and noun. While the details of these theories lie beyond the scope of the present study, neither would predict that children's early utterances were organized either on the basis of any underlying semantic categories or on the basis of distributional learning of frames around particular words. An approach which emphasizes distributional learning suggests that the passive registration of distributional regularities between words in utterances may play a more important part in language learning than has been recently thought to be the case. There is considerable evidence to support this in relation to morphological learning where there have been strong cases put forward for a purely distributional approach to learning, at least initially, though this is, of course, hotly contested from the structuralist position. In other words, the child may not initially understand either the meaning of the morphemes s\he is starting to insert nor their grammatical relationship with other related morphemes, either syntagmatic or paradigmatic. In extending these ideas to the ordering of words in utterances we have suggested that the establishment of frames with slots in them may account for more of early multiword structure than is usually accepted. Which frames are learned and which slots develop in them is accounted for by what is salient to the child i.e. (a) what it is that s\he wishes to talk about and (b) his\her knowledge of the regularities between utterances and the contexts in which they are spoken. This approach sees lexical categories and other grammatical phenomena as emergent from these regularities rather than as necessarily arising either from pregiven knowledge of grammatical structure or from semantically transparent cognitive categories. In part this position is methodological : how much of early multiword structure can be accounted for on the basis of distributional predictability around particular lexical items without having to infer any posited underlying structure ? But answering this methodological question focuses on the possibility that the methods by which children generate their early utterances may be on the basis of low-scope, idiosyncratic formulae the relation of which to adult grammar is given by regularities in the child's environment and input, which of course reflect the structural characteristics of the language being learned.
,   

Structure in multiword utterances
The fundamental distinction between multiword utterances in children's corpora is on the basis of whether they are wholly rote-learned or are novel combinations. Beyond this, there is the question of how the novel combinations are put together :
() Rote learned utterances : the methodological issue with these is to distinguish them from novel combinations. Until relatively recently this was not done with any systematicity, coders using their intuitions and largely confining the coding of rote-learned utterances to ' stock phrases ' e.g. here you are ; ready, steady, go. This has resulted in a potentially large underestimate of children's rote-learned phrases which in turn can make the task of identifying any structure in the novel combinations more difficult. More recently, Plunkett () has used a prosodic analysis to distinguish rotelearned from segmented utterances and Lieven, Pine & Dresner Barnes () developed a coding scheme which defined utterances as rote-learned on the basis of the existence or otherwise of the constituent words in the child's single-word lexicon and any positional regularities between the same word in different utterances.
() Novel combinations where there is no intrinsic relation between the words : Veneziano, Sinclair & Berthoud (), Lieven & Pine () and Tomasello () all suggest that children juxtapose words before there is evidence of any relation between them other than that explicitly generated by the discourse or that the child is thinking of them in that order. Some examples of discourse-generated utterances are where the first word is a vocative, an instruction or an answer to a previous question (e.g. mummy book [Mummy, I want a book] ; yes bird [in answer to : Is he singing ?]).
() Novel combinations where there is some relation between the words : (i) Lexically-based patterns : These are productive positional patterns in which a constant item (e.g. more, theres a, I want) occupies a constant position in relation to variable items with which it is combined. Braine () suggested that positional associative patterns (a group of similar rote-learned phrases) might give rise to positionally productive patterns through the child ' noticing ' the regularities that united the group. The question of whether this will result in a new slot inside an old frame or the creation of a slot on one or other side of a word will presumably depend on the size of the initially segmented unit and its relationship to other regularities in the input (Peters, ) . Most authors recognize the existence of these patterns but differ greatly in how much significance they give to them. For some, their significance lies only in the possibility that they may suggest that a child is more advanced syntactically than is actually the case and they have no developmental importance (Radford, ) . On the other hand Braine () sees them as crucial evidence that many children's early combinations are       based on patterns of much lower semantic scope than is suggested by a semantic relations approach and he suggests that this provides a more realistic basis for deciding how the child moves on to further stages of grammatical learning.
In fact Braine's approach is partly semantic and partly distributional. While he suggests that much generativity arises from the positional regularity of lexical items and he certainly argues forcibly against any need to posit general syntactic categories to explain the regularities in children's corpora, he organizes the children's utterances into semantic groups and leaves open the categorial status or otherwise of the words that fill the open slot in juxtaposition to the fixed lexical item. He does, however, point out the idiosyncrasy of these slots in different children's speech and the difficulty, therefore, of producing a general theory of semantic relations from them. Clearly there is a certain semantic coherence to the words that fill the slots, and often, too, they belong to one syntactic (lexical) category, but it is an open question whether this seeming systematicity is produced simply by the nature of what the child wishes to talk about or, alternatively, by an underlying organization of words into categories. Indeed it is possible that at any one point in a child's development both these descriptions could be true of different parts of her\his corpus and certainly that over time the surface juxtaposition of words by the child could develop into the emergence of a putative category.
This then raises the question of the place played by these patterns in the development of structure. Once a positionally associative pattern becomes productive, it is possible to investigate the relationship between different items placed in the same slot. These might have more or less semantic or syntactic coherence and this, in turn, would give some indication of the child's development of grammatical categories. Thus the analysis of a slot can act as a diagnostic of grammatical development.
(ii) Utterances which are structured on some rule-governed basis : as stated above, the contrast between this and the lexically based approach is that here the child is said to be generating utterances on the basis of underlying categories and rules for combining them. Both syntactic and semantic approaches start from this position though they differ markedly in what they suggest the underlying categories and rules to be. The critical difference from the lexically-based approach is that in these approaches two categories are combined rather than the combination occurring between a fixed lexical frame and other lexical items. This generativity is central to both the semantic and syntactic approaches, though in one, the categories derive from cognitive-lexical development and in the other, they derive from innate grammatical knowledge. On either approach, however, one would expect to see little systematicity accounted for by lexical items in themselves. Of course, rote-learned and semi-rote-learned formulae are acknowledged to ,    exist in both approaches and many child language researchers have discussed the existence of pivot-type formulae (Brown,  ; Bloom, Lightbown & Hood, ) but it is essential to both approaches that these types of utterances reflect the earliest and most primitive stages of language development and, moreover, that they are not involved in the child's developmental path to language. Demonstrating that lexically-based positional patterns could account for a major proportion of children's multiword utterances up to the point where they started to produce large numbers of three-and four-word utterances, would, we suggest, present serious problems for approaches based centrally on the idea either of general semantic or of general syntactic categories and rules.
In the first part of this study we analyse the data from a purely distributional point of view, asking how many of each child's first  multiword utterances fit the first  positional formulae which are productive (by our definition), that is how much of the data can be accounted for by the first  productive patterns in which one constant word has a fixed position. Since all these utterances will conform to the word order of some fragment of the adult language, it will of course, always be possible to argue that any positional consistency can be accounted for by the interaction between underlying rules and the limitations of the child's lexicon. In the final analysis, this may not be an empirical matter since it may turn on different philosophical interpretations of what is a parsimonious explanation, but we explore it further by contrasting the goodness of fit of a positionally based analysis with an analysis based on the idea that, in principle, more general underlying categories and rules should predict less positional ordering of particular lexical items and should produce the appearance of more freedom of ordering of particular words. In other words if the child has underlying rules which either order agents, actions and patients or specifiers, heads and complements, there should be less positional consistency at the lexical level and particular words should appear in a more varied set of positions. However, since the consistent positioning of particular lexical items cannot, of course, rule out that this is caused by underlying structure of more general scope, we subsequently undertake two further analyses which attempt to examine each potential level of structural organization (semantic and syntactic) in more detail :
(a) The syntactic approach : here predictions differ substantially depending on the theorist. Valian in her  paper argues that children develop very early the lexical categories of determiner, noun, noun phrase and adjective and that they use these independently of any semantic underpinnings. In her  paper she suggests that children have an early knowledge of X-bar structure which is manifested in the correct use of . Where there is incorrect usage, either errors or omissions, this can be accounted for by performance limitations. Radford's position can be summarized as claiming      that (i) children innately know the correct ordering for specifiers, adjuncts and complements in the X-bar phrase and (ii) that the child's earliest system is a lexical grammar without the syntax provided by the emergence of the I-, D-and C-systems which only come in later. The presence of inflections, determiners and complementizers in the early stages is accounted for by formulaic or partially-formulaic learning. However, there is a clear general prediction from both approaches that where a syntactic category is hypothesized to be already present, the child should be able to use this category or rule in a flexible and highly generative way, limited only by what words are in the lexicon. Thus if the determiner system is present, the child should be able to use any determiner present in its vocabulary with any appropriate noun also present. If the child already has the relation of Subject and the category of pronoun, then s\he should be able to use all pronouns correctly inflected for Subject and Direct Object positions. Evidence for restricted usage and for lack of full grammatical flexibility would count against these positions.
(b) The semantic approach : if children start to generate their multiword utterances on the basis of underlying semantic categories e.g. agent (or actor)jdynamic action ; actionjpatient ; agent (or actor)jactionjpatient ; only subsequently developing these categories into the more formal categories of adult grammar by a process of semantic assimilation, we would expect : (i) that children's use of nouns in initial position should be restricted initially to those fulfilling a prototypical agent or actor role with respect to the semantics of the verb and (ii) that utterances containing a verb and two arguments should first only occur with prototypical action verbs and only later appear with non-prototypical verbs.
The present study seeks to investigate these issues using :
() A quantitative comparison between an analysis based solely on distributional regularities in the positioning of particular lexical items and an analysis which allows more freedom in the placing of specific words. () A quantitative analysis of subject and direct object marking on pronouns. () An analysis of all the children's utterances which have a SubjectVerb-Direct Object structure with a view to comparing syntactic, semantic and lexical accounts of these structures.
   Subjects
Subjects for the present study were  children (six male and six female ; six first-born and six later-born) whose families were asked to participate with  their children in a study of their ' language development '. These are the same subjects whose earlier language development is reported in Lieven et al. () where fuller details of their recruitment and the method of conducting the recordings may be obtained. With the exception of one child, the children all came from lower middle-class or working-class backgrounds. Data collection started when each child was approximately twelve months old and continued until each child reached  ; , except for one child who was lost from the sample at  ;  due to a family bereavement. Most of the analyses in the present study were, therefore, conducted on  children.
Data collection
Parents were instructed in how to keep a continuous record of their child's speech, recording each new instance of a spontaneous word or phrase. Visits to the family took place every three weeks and were supplemented in the early stages by weekly telephone calls to see how record keeping was progressing. Audio recording started when the child had a lexicon of  different utterance types (single words or phrases) and continued at sixweekly intervals until a total lexicon of approximately  utterance types was reached, when recordings were increased to three weekly intervals.
When the children's lexicons reached about  utterance types it became impossible for the parents to write down every new utterance and they were then asked to use a ' sampling diary '. This involved writing down everything that the parents thought the child had not said before in one of three time slots which covered the whole of the child's day. The time slot remained the same for one week and then changed for the next week. This ensured that the same time slot in the child's day was sampled once every three weeks. By this time in a child's development, one cannot hope to have complete coverage of all new utterance types produced but it was hoped that this method together with the data collected during research visits and tape recordings in which, by now, all the children were speaking a considerable amount, would provide a reasonably accurate reflection of the child's range of multiword utterances. MLU calculations (for words) were made using the  programs of the  transcription system in  (MacWhinney & Snow , ). This, of course, does not distinguish between frozen and non-frozen utterances. All the multiword utterance types collected using the procedures described above were entered into a computerized database in the chronological sequence in which they had occurred. This included utterances recorded on parental diary forms, utterances written down by the researchers during visits and utterances taken from the one-hour audio recordings. The present study is based on an analysis of the first  of these multiword utterance types for each of the  children.
     
The coding scheme The children's multiword utterances were coded as either frozen, intermediate or constructed by using the coding scheme outlined in full in Pine & Lieven () . The coding scheme relies on (a) the positional regularity (P)" of particular lexical items (the putative ' frame ') and (b) evidence that a particular lexical item is present independently (I) in the child's lexicon rather than embedded in a rote-learned phrase (i.e., is occupying a ' slot '). A multiword utterance is defined as frozen if there is no evidence of such independence for its constituent words (Ik). Intermediate utterances arise from one of two sources : (i) they are the second instance of positional regularity for one of the words (Pj [] ) and there is evidence of independent existence for the other word(s) in the utterance (Ij) or (ii) all the words in the utterance have already occurred independently (Ij :Ij) i.e. they are part of the child's lexicon. Utterances are defined as constructed when they are the third instance of positional regularity of one of the words and there is evidence for the independent existence of the other word(s) in the child's vocabulary (Ij :Pj[]). Subsequent instances of constructed utterances do not have to have items in the slot for which there is independent evidence in the vocabulary since, by definition, these words are now appearing in a generated utterance (Pj[]). Pine & Lieven () give examples of how the coding works and analyse its validity.
Full definitions are as follows :
()   : utterances which consist of more than one word (as defined in the adult language) including forms which are frozen in adult speech or in the child's, but excluding word compounds and reduplications. These are subdivided as follows :
(A)   : utterances which contain two or more words which have not previously occurred alone in the child's vocabulary or which contain one such word, provided it has not occurred in the same position in a previous multiword utterance (Ik :Ik:Pk) or (Ij :Ik:Pk). (B)   : utterances in which (i) all the words or phrases have previously occurred independently in the child's vocabulary, provided none of them has occurred in the same position in two previous multiword utterances, (Ij :Ij:Pk\Pj[]) ; and\or (ii) one or more of the words or phrases has occurred in the same position as in one but only one other previous multiword utterance, provided the word or phrase which makes up the remainder of [] In what follows, it is assumed for ease of exposition that the utterances consists of only two items. We are grateful to an anonymous reviewer for suggesting this method of symbolizing the coding scheme. . Once a pattern is defined as constructed it forms a ' template or frame ' consisting of a particular lexical item in a fixed position with a ' slot ' on one or other side of it. New instances of the pattern consist of lexical items being placed in the slot which have not been placed there before. The difference between constructed patterns is therefore in the nature of the frame (position and identity of regularly recurring word or words).
Reliability
For two of the children, all the utterances collected by the method described above were coded independently by two coders, up to the point at which  patterns defined as constructed was reached. Reliability expressed as percentage agreement was  % for the first child (kappa l n) and  % for the second (kappa l n).

The children reached the  pattern point at ages ranging from  ;  to  ;  and at a MLU (words) with a range of n to n (see Appendix A). The time it took them to get from vocabularies of  words to  patterns ranged from  to  months. The fact that MLU at  patterns can be as high as n with a mean of n provides a good test for the idea that these children are constructing their utterances more from lexically-based, low-scope frames than on the basis of underlying semantic or syntactic categories, since most previous research assumes that MLUs this high will not include a large number of formulaic or semi-formulaic phrases but do not systematically exclude any but the most obvious of these (e.g. here you are, thank you). Table  shows the numbers of frozen phrases, intermediate and constructed utterances up to the point at which each child had  constructed patterns. At this point the children had a mean of  multiword utterances (range -) including those coded as frozen. What proportion of these multiword utterances fit one of the first  patterns ? Table  shows that the mean is n % with a range of between n % and n %. Given the way the coding scheme operates each of the  patterns defined as constructed have 
by definition to be preceded by at least two others of the same lexicalpositional consistency and this would mean that at least  multiword utterances for each child must fit one of their  patterns. However, this is only  % of the mean () and thus there are a substantial additional number of utterances which are consistent with one or other of the  patterns. Given that there must be at least some of these utterances which are definitely frozen (as well as being defined as such by the coding scheme) and 
that there will be other patterns which may well be on the way to productivity, this is suggestive evidence for substantial organization around lexical frames.
Further evidence for the proposal that many of the  patterns identified by the coding scheme are playing a functional role in generating the children's utterances is provided by looking forward to see how many further instances of them occur. This is done by examining the recording session after that in which  patterns is reached. Table  shows that an average of  % of these patterns have one further instance and  % have two.
The overwhelming proportion of utterances which do not fit one of the  patterns are classified as frozen by the coding scheme. This means that there is no evidence for the words that make up these utterances occurring as independent vocabulary items. If such evidence existed, there would be a much higher proportion of non-positionally-based utterances in the intermediate category. If the coding scheme is correct in defining these utterances as frozen, the proportion of utterances accounted for rises to a mean of n%, leaving only n % on average which neither fit a pattern nor are defined as frozen. On average about half of these consist of words in the child's vocabulary which are combined but show no evidence of positional consistency and about half show positional consistency (i.e. may be on the way to forming a lexical frame).
These findings support and extend to a later point in development, the study by Pine and Lieven () which showed that an analysis in terms of each child's first  low-scope patterns could account for a large proportion of their multiword utterances. Of course, the coding scheme provides a      purely mechanical method of defining frozen utterances and productive slotand-frame patterns and we would not want to claim psychological plausibility for every definition of an utterance as frozen or productive. Instead we suggest that it is instructive to see how much of the data can be accounted for by such a mechanical procedure and that the result of this should lead us to consider seriously an analysis in terms of low-scope organization and raises some doubt over whether any more abstract characterization of children's speech at this stage of development is required.
However, objections to these conclusions might be twofold. First, it could be argued that many of the utterances defined as frozen in our analysis are actually the product of more powerful underlying rules and that we are, therefore, seriously underestimating the child's grammatical knowledge and abilities. At the limit this position becomes irrefutable : provided the rules are general enough, a corpus of two-and three-word utterances will always provide positive evidence of conforming to the structure of the adult language, however defined. But the empirically important issue is how to decide which utterances are frozen or partially frozen and which not. Without an explicit method for systematically excluding rote-learned utterances from a consideration of the basis for underlying generativity, it is difficult to have confidence in any hypothesised underlying structure.
It is, of course, true that the difficulties with our coding scheme do become more serious for those children who reach  patterns after the average length of their utterances has increased well beyond MLU l n. The problem is that it becomes increasingly difficult to sample fully enough to check evidence for whether words appearing in the multiword utterances have an independent existence in the child's vocabulary. And there is also the problem that, as a child's language develops, s\he may be less likely to use words which are independently available in the lexicon as single word utterances. Thus there is, indeed, the danger that utterances may be defined as frozen when they are, in fact, the results of productivity of one sort or another.
The second objection is that, despite the fact that lexical positioning accounts well for the data, it is an epiphenomenon of more abstract structural representations. Thus the  patterns could be seen simply as representing what the child can do with a core grammar and a limited lexicon, and, it could be argued that when the utterances accounted for by the  patterns are combined with the frozen utterances, evidence for the core grammar or some other deeper level of structural organization can be demonstrated. The challenge is therefore to see whether an analysis based on lexical positioning gives evidence not just of accounting for the data in a numerical sense but of methodological and psychological plausibility. This challenge and the issues we raise above concerning the status of frozen utterances suggest that we should look in detail for greater evidence of underlying organization and 
T  . First person pronoun use
Subject position Object position Child I me\my for I Error rate (%) me
more general rules than is indicated by the results based on a low-scope analysis. We do this by investigating the organization of two different aspects of the children's multiword utterances, irrespective of whether they are coded as frozen or as potentially productive by our scheme : (i) pronoun case-marking for subject and object and (ii) the verb argument structures of the children's first utterances which contain a verb and explicit subject and direct object arguments.
These analyses are conducted on the first  multiword utterances for each child collected either from maternal diaries, from visits to the family or on tape. While this still results in a wide MLU range for the sample       (n-n), it does ensure that even those children who reach  patterns at a relatively early stage (e.g. child , MLU l n at  patterns) are producing a sufficient number of multiword utterances to make an analysis of underlying structure feasible. Table  summarizes the children's pronoun use when each child had  recorded multiword utterances, together with any errors where they are identifiable. It can be seen that first person singular is the most frequently used subject pronoun while it is the most frequently used pronoun in object position. These findings are broadly in accordance with Valian () This contrasts with Valian's findings but is very similar to other reports in the literature (Budwig,  ; Rispoli, ) . In Table  we present the use of first person singular pronouns in subject position for each child. We can see that only two children make no errors and three have extremely high error rates of  %,  % and  % (children ,  and ). These errors suggest that the children may not control the basic case marking for first person subject pronouns.
Pronouns and case assignment
We now look in more detail at the children with high error rates and also 
 ,   
at the other child who produces a substantial proportion of errors ( % -child ). The MLU (word) of these children at  utterances is n (child ), n (child ), n (child ) and n (child ) respectively. Starting with the child with the lowest MLU of these four, we can see that across the same developmental period he appears to use I or me at random to express first person subject. Note that on three occasions the child uses the same verb (go, do, want) with both I and me\my and that it is hard to see any semantic difference between the group of utterances used with me\my and those used with I. The second child (child ) produces only five utterances with me and six with I but they fall across the same time period and shows some overlap (I have a go, me a go, me have some). The third child (child ) provides a contrast since there is some evidence of a developmental shift from the use of me to I, most uses of me occurring before I emerges in large numbers. However, this child still says me go down, me have shower, me go to see lady and me pay lady at least seven weeks after producing I go home, I'll have some, I go to bed and I'll fetch Thomas. The fourth child (child ) is more like the first two in that her uses of I and me cover the same developmental period of  weeks. She is interesting in that she has more uses of me than of I but, again, there is considerable overlap in which predicates they are used with as can be seen in Table  those with me, the child using both pronouns with the past tense (I finished, me fell) and with ' complex ' verb constructions (I gonna go, me want to do). None of the children have more than six utterance types with me in direct object position, the figures for the four children detailed above being three, one, one and two utterances respectively (see Table  above). This is important because by focusing on the children's use of the subject position, there is a danger of forgetting that they are not only using the wrong pronoun in this position but are in some cases using this pronoun (me) more in subject position, incorrectly, than in object position, correctly. This makes it difficult to conclude that the children are operating with a clear idea of contrastive case assignment for first person singular and highlights the danger of inferring an understanding of case by only looking at one category such as       subject. Rather, we would maintain that the data support the claim that much of these children's speech is still based around particular lexical items rather than on underlying categories of more general scope and we suggest that, despite their very different MLU, the children's underlying grammatical grasp may not be dissimilar.
What about the other pronouns in which case marking is detectible (s\he, we, they; her\him us, them) ? The numbers are very small, but nevertheless, it is possible to ask whether those children who show evidence of a pronoun in one case also show evidence of it in the other. If we take the six children who produced five or more utterances containing identifiably case-marked pronouns, we can see from Table  that Child Pronoun usage* he she we they
* Usage of these pronouns was errorless. Occurrences of the same pronoun and verb were only counted once.
between nominative and accusative uses. Child , who has an MLU of n and a  % error rate on his  first person pronouns, produces four utterances with he as subject (what he say, Daddy he shout, there he is, he's fell on grass) and two with him (Mummy tell him, find him now). Child , the other child with overlap, uses them six times without using they and has six utterances with he (three of them containing he want) and  with accusative him (three containing get him). There is no overlap in the period of use of these pronouns, the last instance of he occurring one month before the first utterance containing him. All the utterances with him refer to this subject's baby brother who was born two weeks before the first recorded use of him. While these data cannot rule out the possibility that child  has contrastive control of the masculine third person singular pronoun, neither can it rule  ,    out the possibility that he has learned where to place him on the basis of a new set of utterances heard in a new set of circumstances but without reference to his past use of he.
T  . Child : use of third person singular pronoun
Age he Age him  ;  he want to get out  ;  [I'll] see him.  ;  he want go home  ;  get him  ;  he want go out  ;  Percy get him  ;  he at home  ;  I'll get him  ;  he down  ;  found him  ;  he stuck  ;  pick him up  ;  kiss him  ;  no, give him back, Adam  ;  I'll splash him  ;  dog barking wake him up Mummy  ;  I'll play with him  ;  don't shout at him George
To summarize the argument so far, despite the fact that all the children produce some first person singular subject pronouns and most produce a considerable number, they also produce errors by using the direct object pronoun in subject position. While they do not show similar case errors for the other overtly marked pronouns in subject position, they do show a patchy and non-systematic pattern of production. Both these results suggest that we cannot reliably conclude that these children have any overall grasp of the case assignment system for subject and object pronouns. This is despite the fact that some of these children have quite sophisticated-looking speech with auxiliaries on the I (I've, I'll), double verb constructions (I gonna go, I want to jx) and various verbal inflections ( fell, finished, barking, going) . Many of these children also use their own name in subject position to refer to themselves and they also frequently leave out the subject. Other researchers have suggested explanations for these phenomena (Budwig,  ; Rispoli, ) but, for the purposes of assessing the children's underlying grammatical knowledge, the conclusion would appear to be that while they know that they can refer to themselves in any of these ways they have no grasp of the special grammatical status of the first person pronoun nor of the grammatical relationship between subject and direct object argument positions on the verb. In distributional terms, these children know that I refers to themselves and know where to place it in the utterance as they have never heard it in direct object position and do not place it there. Their use of me is much rarer and they have not yet worked out its position -after all they have evidence from the input that it can come both before and after the verb (give it to me ; let me see it). The other subject and direct object pronouns 
suggest the same conclusion : the children show positive evidence of having picked up their correct position from the input but not of understanding the relationship between them. It may be, however, that children are organizing their utterances on the basis of the combination of underlying semantic categories rather than either in terms of syntactic knowledge or the use of lexically based templates of limited scope. To investigate this we consider the issue of semantic prototypicality for those of the children's utterances in which both the verb and two arguments are expressed.
Prototypical verb argument structures
Here we investigate the proposal that verbs for which agent and patient roles are canonically mapped into subject and direct object position might appear earlier with both argument slots filled than would other types of twoargument verbs (i.e. verbs that have themes, locations or goals as their arguments). Bowerman () discusses this suggestion in relation to Pinker's hypothesis of innate linking rules (Pinker, ) , but it has also been made in a similar form by researchers who suggest that children might arrive at syntactic relations by bootstrapping from semantics and that the basic agent-action-patient scenario would provide a good basis for this (Schlesinger,  ; Slobin, ) . In the following analysis we use Bowerman's definitions of prototypical agent-patient verbs on the one hand and other two-argument verbs on the other, to see if there is any evidence for the earlier emergence of the former in utterances with two arguments : Other two-argument verbs :
(a) Utterances with Theme-subject verbs and Location\Source\Goal subject verbs (e.g. have, got, get, lost) ; (b) Stative transitive verbs (e.g. see, hear, like, need, scare) ; (c) Non-prototypical agent-patient strings expressing events in which the agent is relatively static (hold, read, ride) or does not control the event (drop, spill) or does not act physically on the object (talk (to), say, look at) or does not act on the object in any specific way ( find, play (with)) or in which there is no pre-existing object (draw, write, make) (Bowerman,  : ).
We start by examining the first  utterances for each child that contain a verb together with subject and direct object arguments (see Table  ). Each utterance was coded either as prototypical or non-prototypical using Bowerman's definitions. Utterances with particles\prepositions (i.e. put X in, put in X, take X out, take out X, go to X ) or in which particles\prepositions had been omitted were excluded (go school, put biscuit) as were utterances in which it was unclear whether the postverbal noun should be considered as the indirect or direct object. There is no evidence for the earlier emergence of prototypical agent-patient structures in these children's utterances on a Wilcoxon test (W l , N l  n.s.). Indeed if we exclude utterances with do it from the prototypical group on the grounds that do might stand for both prototypical and non-prototypical verbs, this becomes even clearer. A further issue is that in many of these utterances the direct object is it and this is true for both prototypical and non-prototypical verbs. Again, though it might be argued that this pervasive use of it suggests that the children do not have real control of the direct object position, removal of utterances with it in direct object position would not yield an advantage to utterances with prototypical agent-patient relations (see Appendix B for a full list of these utterances). The reasons for this become clear if we look back at earlier utterances containing a verb and a single argument in direct object positions that the children were producing. Again there are a number of Verbjit utterances but they appear in both columns. However, we can also see where many of the other non-prototypical two-argument utterances in Table  are coming from, since many of them are obviously related to the Verb-Direct object constructed patterns in 
. Thus many of the children have a constructed pattern of wantjx, which subsequently becomes I\me\my wantjx ; and there are also drawjx, seejx and getjx patterns which reach the criterion of ' constructed ' according to the definitions outlined in our coding scheme. Again this suggests that it may be more parsimonious at this stage of these children's development to think of them as building up patterns based on specific lexical items rather than as generating utterances on the basis of any wider scope underlying rules and categories of either a semantic or syntactic nature. Clearly this raises the question of when such underlying structure does start to develop, by what means it develops and how it should be characterized. We turn to these issues in the next section.

In this paper we have applied a distributional analysis to the utterances of a group of children whose language as measured by MLU and vocabulary range is considerably more developed than those studied in Pine & Lieven
,   
() and who would be expected by most child language researchers to be well beyond the phase in which pivot-type formulae could form a central feature of their language. The application of the coding scheme suggests that, in fact, the building up of distributional patterns around specific lexical items may be the best way of characterizing many of these children's utterances, even at a mean MLU of n. However, by the time children reach  constructed patterns and have a total of  different multiword utterances, it becomes increasingly difficult to be sure that utterances defined as frozen really are being learned as unanalysed wholes as opposed to having words in them which, though the child has full control over them, have not been written down in the diaries or heard by the researchers as independent items. For this reason, it was considered important to see if there was other evidence suggesting that the children were operating with more sophisticated language than was apparent through the use of the coding scheme. The first of these analyses involved pronoun case-marking. Here we saw that though all children use I correctly, nine of the  also use me or my for I, while only six use me in object position more than once and even for these children the numbers are relatively small. The other case-marked pronouns are used correctly but sporadically, often without subject-object contrast. We concluded that there was no evidence for systematic control of case-marking across the pronoun system for any of the children, despite the extensive use of at least some pronouns by most of them. In this case it is not possible to conclude that underlying competence is being disguised by performance considerations since the errors in pronominal first person singular are so in evidence.
Secondly, we investigated the idea that children's utterances which expressed a verb and two arguments might, early on, be underpinned by an underlying semantic rule based on the prototypical or highly salient event structure of an agent acting on a directly affected patient (Slobin, ). Again we found no evidence for the primacy of these verbs or patterns. The children's early utterances with two arguments and a verb were as often nonprototypical as prototypical and seemed to have developed from previous verb and direct object patterns, based around specific verbs like do, get, want, see and make which fulfilled the criteria of constructed positional patterns in our coding scheme. Again the basis of organization and development seems to be more related to specific lexical items than to any more generally underlying systematicities.
We are not arguing that children never move beyond producing language organized around specific lexical items, merely that this is where they start from in that movement. Our metaphor would be of language developing initially as a number of different islands of organization which gradually link up, as Tomasello has argued for early verbs (). These islands are initially segments (either words or phrases) which the child has identified to the extent that s\he can start analysing other systematic relations between what comes before, after or within them. Such an approach fits well with the evidence of amalgam learning in highly agglutinative languages such as Hungarian (MacWhinney, ) or West Greenlandic (Fortescue & Olsen, ) , where children initially learn a set of inflections attached as a whole to highly frequent words and subsequently start to break them down, at first not generalizing these newly isolated segments to other words but learning to substitute other appropriate contrastive inflections in the new slot.
However, we would not wish to claim that the output of our coding scheme can be taken as a literal account of the child's generative patterns or rotelearned phrases nor that organization around specific lexical items is the only method of generating utterances available to children, even in the early stages. It is quite possible that various discourse and contextual factors might lead to systematically generated utterances (Veneziano et al.  ; Lieven & Pine, ) and, indeed that such organization might underpin some of the slot-and-frame structures identified by the scheme (e.g. vocatives). And certainly, as development proceeds, methods of generating utterances must become more general and abstract. However, the coding scheme has two main virtues. First, it gives a methodological handle with which to estimate the degree of surface positional consistency in a child's corpus -how one then accounts for this consistency requires further analysis. Second, it brings into clear focus the problem of how to distinguish rote-learned utterances from those which are productive. This is critically important. While the coding scheme may well overestimate the amount of rote-learning, it defines a set of utterances the status of which we can check against other tests. Without this there is a real danger that the definition of utterances as rote-learned or productive is either arbitrary or, even more worryingly, the result of systematic theoretical biases.
Many of the children in the present study had groups of utterances united by wh-frames such as wheres x and whats x doing, and structures such as its x, its a x, theres a x and theres the x but our approach would suggest that we are not likely to find that individual children have a fully flexible grasp of whquestions or of copula construction. Instead, they are building up utterances around one particular frame while ignoring others which, on the grounds of syntactic theory, ought to be related. However, these frames do develop and in the end they must join up to give a more powerful generative machine. An example both of lexical specificity and development comes from the use of xgone structures by one of the subjects in our sample (child ). This child uses a much wider range of subjects before gone than he does for any other verb -these include people, pronouns, non-humans and inanimate objects. He also starts to add a complement to gone well before there is evidence for any general addition of complements to other appropriate verbs. Our suggestion is that the flexibility with which this child initially treats the subject position  ,    in utterances with gone may then be generalized to other verbs, though the precise nature of this generalization remains to be explored. Of course one could argue either that the child has an abstract rule for the expression of subjects but is prevented from its full generalizability on other verbs by performance factors or, alternatively, that s\he has not developed the method of expressing subjects and complements and that the behaviour with gone represents semi-formulaic usage but neither account seems to be satisfactorily developmental or grounded in the actual evidence. We are arguing, then, that semi-formulaic usage should be seen as part of the developmental process and not simply as a diagnostic of the level of development.
A final example of a possible locus for development is the frequent use of it post-verbally by many of the children in our sample. This has, of course, been noted many times by child language researchers working on the acquisition of English (Brown & Bellugi,  ; Tomasello, ) . Indeed Brown and Bellugi suggested that, for Adam, it represented some form of post-verbal inflection and Ninio () also draws attention to the importance of post-verbal it in the development of the predicate position. In our data too, the fact that it appears so widely on a range of verbs suggests that we may be seeing the development of an emergent category of verb. Some of the children also start postposing a direct object NP after the it towards the end of the period under study. Further research will address the ways in which the direct object slot loses its ' obligatory ' it and starts to be filled by direct object NPs but clearly here we do have some possible evidence of systemwide development around the category of verb.
We are suggesting, in an approach which starts from the data, that specific lexical items can provide a focus of development for a period well beyond the early stages of multiword utterances. In our view, the evidence from these children's language at this stage does not require the postulation of underlying syntactic or semantic structure of a very abstract or a very general nature. We think, rather, that the data can support a view of structure as emergent. Finally, we want to suggest that we are much more likely to capture a psychologically realistic account of the development of any more powerful underlying generative rules and structures if we develop careful and accurate methodologies to test for their existence.
